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user finally loads all chunks of data, I want to send a JSON response back to the user indicating that all data was
loaded successfully. I've experimented with a few different approaches, and from what I can tell, the best way

would be to throw an exception when the user tries to load an invalid chunk. I am using JavaScript to handle the
communication between the user and the server. I'm using jQuery if that matters. The question I have is: How do I

catch and/or handle errors, and ensure that the user gets sent back a response? A: Sorry for the delays in
answering. Your idea of checking each chunk for an invalid ID is the proper way to do it. You should not emit a

response without getting all the chunks, unless you are intentionally letting the user know that they have a
problem. So if the error is "I received an invalid chunk id", then the server should emit a response with an error
code. The error code will depend on the offending chunk's ID. As a simple example, you could emit { "error":
"invalid chunk" } if chunk id 1 fails, { "error": "invalid chunk id", "chunk": 1 } if chunk id 2 fails, and { "error":

"invalid chunk id", "chunk": 2 } if chunk id 3 fails. In the error handling then
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